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Free template resume for teacher

Home » Teacher CV Template Teacher cv collection our template is a great place to start when writing your own curriculum vitae. We have many excellent layouts and templates, along with CV writing guides tailored to the teaching profession. Scroll down for more information. A neat and neat CV or CV
that uses the attractive Letter Gothic Std font and subtle lilac details for emphasis. A thin dotted border, attractive headings and a very simple layout make this a great choice for each role. An elegant template is divided into two parts with your personal information on the left, a dividing line and the rest of
your items on the right. This layout makes use of the professional Garamond font for an attractive finish. This free teaching assistant resume template in Microsoft Word uses bold headings and beige outlines, creating a simple, subtle design detail to give you a very professional, well-presented CV or CV.
This free two-page new Word CV includes sample content tailored for a TEFL role (Teaching English as a foreign language). A simple, crisp layout, this template can be used for any industry or profession. This beautiful sports resume template takes full advantage of an elegant sports-themed font icon
that allows you to add a different sports icon for each section. Plenty of white space and smart headings create a professional feel. This stylish free two-column teacher resume template is perfectly designed for a teaching role, with a teaching icon in the upper-left corner and an optional chart-paper
background to set the scene. A two-page nursery assistant CV template ideal for teachers or first roles. A good selection of fonts, attractive headings, a smart grid of work experience and a section of original values make this format an excellent format to use. Our teachers' cv examples and templates give
you an idea of how to expose your skills and experience if you apply for a teaching role. (Above): Our teacher CV template can be downloaded here. (Above): Our beautiful training and early years standard CV can be downloaded here. (Prospects.co.uk Above) The CV comes in PDF format and is
annotated throughout with helpful notes explaining how to fill out each section. You download the CV here. (Above) This example of annotated cv teacher was found Anyform.org (no longer active). Again, it includes useful notes throughout to guide you in customizing your own educational resume. You
can download the PDF file here. (Above) You can download the cv template here and they also have a guidance file to view it, which you can download here. (Above CareerOne.com) You can download the full template (MS Word .doc) here. (Above) Click here to download it. You can also find their video
to create a brilliant teaching cv this page. (Above) Click here to download the CV template 'Experienced teacher' or click here for the new teacher CV template. (Above) As for many of the teaching standards above, it includes many useful notes to help you fill it out. Click here to download it. Here, we
outline examples of the kind of experience you might want to include in your teacher's CV, which would be desirable for any teaching role. Preparation and delivery of courses: Your future employer will want to know the ages and abilities for which you have prepared courses. Preparation of materials:
Along with course plans, your employer will be interested in any experience you have with the preparation and drafting of new curriculum materials. Marking job: You should be able to highlight the task and give appropriate feedback to students of the relevant age range. Record keeping: You should be
able to keep records of your students' progress and development. Update: The ability to research new topics and inform within your specific thematic areas is highly desirable. Preparation of materials: Along with course plans, your employer will be interested in any experience you have with the
preparation and drafting of new curriculum materials. Using a variety of means: Using alternative teaching approaches such as podcasting is highly desirable and your future employer will want to know if you have experience in selecting and using a range of different learning resources and equipment,
such as podcasts and interactive tables. Exam preparation: You should report any specific experience you have in preparing students for qualifications and external exams. Behaviour management: You may have specific experience in managing students' behaviour in the school environment, or perhaps
in developing appropriate and effective measures in cases of bad behaviour. Pastoral duties: Your future employer will want to know if you have had any experience in a pastoral role – a form teacher for example – that required you to support students on an individual basis through academic or personal
difficulties. To parents' evenings and contribute to events throughout the schooling. You may also have specific experience in contact with other professionals – for example, career counsellors, learning mentors, educational advisors and educational psychologists. Supervision: Another highly desirable
skill is the ability to supervise others – and you should describe in detail any experience you have in supervising and supporting the work of teaching assistants, trainee teachers and new qualified teachers. From From Schools like to see enthusiasm for organizing and participating in extracurricular
activities that enhance and enrich the overall educational experience – for example, sporting events, thorough and social activities. Education: You may have taken part in various training activities, including in-service training (INSET) as part of your CPD. In addition to the above teacher RESUME
templates from external websites, we have a wide range of our own CV templates to select and customize – take a look at word's main CV template page. From designing participation courses to promoting educational environments to guiding the next generation as you grow right in front of your eyes,
you're a hero. You know you have the teaching skills, the state certification, and the perfect temperament to be a great teacher. Just one thing on your way- The school principal doesn't realize yet how awesome an instructor would be. Show them your educational talent with the best resume teacher
you've ever seen. Read below and you will see a professional sample of the teacher's CV template that you can customize and make your own. Plus, you'll learn an easy formula for writing a resume for teaching jobs that will land you 10x more school interviews than any other resume you've written in the
past. Let's get started. Want to save time and have your resume ready in 5 minutes? Try the CV manufacturer. It's fast and easy to use. In addition, you'll have content ready to add with one click. See 20+ CV templates and create your CV here. Create your CV now Continue with our manufacturer—See
more templates and create your RESUME here. One of our users, Nikos, had this to say: [I used] a nice template that I found in Zety. My resume is now one page, not three. With the same things. Here are some more specific teaching job titles: Teacher Curriculum TemplateEdwin L. FlemingAZ State-
Certified Elementary Teacher602-352-3223edwin.fleming@me.comlinkedin.com/in/edwinflemingSummaryCompassionate and a results-oriented elementary school teacher with more than 4 years of experience in managing medium and large-sized classrooms. Arizona State Teacher's License. Increase
the success rate of students by 32% in the 2018-2019 school year in classrooms with 30+ students. Seeking to make use of effective lesson planning and an understanding of the attitude to become the next teacher of the 4th grade in Joaquim T. Phillips Middle School.ExperienceElementary School



Teacher (3rd Grade)Desert Trails Elementary School, Phoenix, AZSeptember 2016-October 2021Key Qualifications &amp; ResponsibilitySDided and maintained a welcoming, friendly, attractive and nurturing environment in the classroom where all students felt comfortable. Established rules for class and
excursion and imposed them fairly and effectively. He developed rigorous lesson plans and lectures and prepared students for quizzes and exams. Graded documents, courses, exams, quizzes and other assignments, transmission of information to parents and the school board when necessary. Key
Achievements Undetected Achievements Undetected failure rate of 32% in the 2018-2019 school year in classrooms with over 30 pupils. Teacher of the Year 2020Kindergarten TeacherKyrine de la Sierra School, Phoenix, AZJuly 2015-August 2016Key Qualifications &amp; ResponsesDesigned and
implemented an attractive curriculum for new public school students at kindergarten level. He instructed 4, 5 and 6-year-olds about the alphabet, basic reading comprehension and rudimentary mathematics. It assessed students' performance through quizzes and tests, and provided one-on-one teaching
when necessary. EducationBachelor of Science in Primary EducationAnation of Louisiana in Monroe, Monroe, LACompletetion: 2014The course work: Education Institutions, Teaching for Elementary Students, Early Childhood Development, Language &amp; Communication, Natural Sciences, Informatics
Knowledge, Social Sciences, Classroom Engagement &amp; Development, Special Education Theories. SkillsClassroom ManagementLesson &amp; Curriculum DesignDeaduring CommunicationIndation SkillsCompassion &amp; EmpathyCourses and Certificates of Education Certification - Certification
Unit at the Arizona Department of EducationSo without further delay, here's how to write a CV for a teacher:1Structure your Curriculum Vitae Teacher RightThe goal of each teacher is to conduct an effective knowledge transfer, letting the school principal understand how suitable you are for the job. But-
Before you can educate them about your teaching skills, you'll need to organize the document with a non-expelled layout. Recruitment managers, principals, and candidate tracking software alike will appreciate a clean layout. Here's how to format a teacher RESUME template:What to include in a teaching
CV:Header: include your name, contact information, and address in a RESUME, if any. Introduction: a quick import statement (biographical profile) to open their appetite. Work history: a detailed description of your teaching experience. Education: your academic achievements. Skills: a summary list of
teaching skills and competences. Additional sections: round up a teacher's CV with second languages, prizes, etc. Read more about CV formatting: How to format a CV RightA different thing- Writer's block is not just a phenomenon for your creative writing students. Instead of starting with the heading
statement, save it for the end. This way, you will come up with many ideas for this introduction paragraph as you write the rest of your resume on teaching jobs. That said, let's start with the biographical experience section. 2Start With a program Teacher's Job Description Primary school teachers and
teachers will add 53,100 places to their lists between 2018 and 2028. High school teachers will add another 38,200, special education teachers will go up by 13,600, preschool teachers by 36,900 and secondary school teachers by 21,400 in the same time frame. So- Given how much competition there is
for teaching jobs, you should give an A+ performance to the work history of your CV start by looking at the properties of a top teacher repeat the job description section. Here are our guidelines: Use the reverse chronological order, starting with your most recent teaching position. List each job title,
company name, company location, and date range we worked on. Provide 4-6 bullets that describe your past and current responsibilities and tasks. Treat work-related skills by tailoring your CV to your job offer. Try incorporating the PROBLEM-Action-Result (PAR) method to achieve measurable
achievements. Start each bullet point entry with continuation power verbs to make them extremely impressive. List class sizes and your strongest thematic areas. Focus on teaching achievements, not tasks. Let's see what those rules look like on paper. To get started, here are two experienced examples
of cv teaching of work history departments: Teacher Cv Example (Experienced) The second example is worthy of reservation, at least. But the first is detailed, relevant, customized, and includes numbered achievements to put a smile on the assistant manager's face. Now- What if you write a resume with
no experience? In an entry-level teaching resume, you can still give them a gold star-winning work history. Just make sure you list work tasks and gain more relevant teaching position. Check out these two sample cv teaching modules: Teacher Cv Example (No Experience) As you can see, the first
example of resume teaching is exactly what the principal wants: it is detailed, tailored to teaching work, and includes numbers to quantify teaching wins. When we do a resume on our builder, drag and drop points, skills and automatically fill the boring stuff. Spell check? Check. Start creating your resume
here. When you're done, Zety's CV builder will score your resume and tell you exactly how to make it better. Read more about describing your work experience: How to describe work experience in a Resume3Enger your education (Not that simple!) Almost all teaching positions, from pre-Kindergarten to
high school, require at least a degree, if not a master's degree. No matter what your current level of education is, you need to document your own education history right if you want to score a job in education. How, you ask? Let's take a look at some examples for the education section of your CV. First,
let's see a curriculum vitae for an experienced applicant: Teaching Curriculum Vitae (Experienced Candidate) Is rudimentary, isn't it? When you have an experienced cv teacher, you can go light on the details and save space for other important modules. But- What if you're new to teacher jobs? When
writing a CV for a teacher, you deepen your academic history. To make up for the lack of history of teaching work, show extras like: Here's an example: Sample Teacher Continuing Education (Entry-Level Candidate) Skip high school placement to teach your resume when you have university degree. For
some teaching positions, such as a substitute teacher, many schools require only a high school diploma. If you haven't yet completed your college degree, add a high school list below as a secondary list.4List Teacher Skills Related to School &amp; Position You're AfterYou have the child juggling skills of
a day care worker, the leadership skills of a corporate executive, and the compassion of Pope Francis.But-A teaching resume simply can't list any random ability. Instead, you need to adapt to this particular school and teaching position if you want to keep the headmaster's attention. Here's how to include
teaching skills in a resume for educational tasks: Carefully scan your teaching job ad to determine the best keywords to use in a resume. Create a general list of your classroom teaching skills and abilities. Find teacher skills that match the work requirements of school employment advertising and include
them in the teacher skills CV section. If you don't have the teacher's 5-10 skills yet on your resume, include some of your overall talent list. Use both hard skills and soft skills on your teacher's resume. Work on most relevant skills in your task descriptions. Don't just say you're a team player, provide proof
of this behavior (Completed for fellow teachers...) Let's look at some common entries the skills department can include.30 + Must-Have Teaching Skills for a ResumeNow-Let's see two teacher skills repeat example modules: Sample Teacher Skills Curriculum Department (Experienced Candidate)
Teaching Skills Curriculum Example (No Candidate Experience) Easy as an open test book , isn't it? Whether you are writing an experienced CV teacher or a new CV teacher, choose the skills this particular school and the staff want to see. Read more about adding skills to resumes: List of the best skills
to include in a Resume5Show Don't Tell: Add Extra sections to your ResumeImazine teaching students how to outline a sentence in the language arts class. Well, your résumé now has the basics, like a simple subject and verb. But, to become really creative and stand out, it's time to add a few adjectives,
adverbs, and maybe a phrase of presy. I'm talking about extra classes on a teaching resume. Additional sections give your teachers the opportunity to shine brighter than others and job candidates. Here are some examples of the best options: Additional Teacher Resume Certifications departments in
other industries, say IT or food service, provide a little oomph to help you land that job interview. In almost any resume for teacher jobs, it is necessary. First indicate your state teacher's permission, followed by any additional private teaching certificates that you can keep. Every teaching job is a public
service, even in a private school. Adding voluntary experience to your resume for teachers will really impress the school principal, especially if unpaid work was student guidance or teaching lessons. Curriculum Vitae knowledge of a second language? Add your language and proficiency level to teaching
CVs, especially in school districts that are more culturally diverse (it can come in handy for bilingual students). Hobbies and interests in members of resumeschool faculty are not looking for mindless robots. Show a little of your human side while still adding value to your teacher's resume, adding related
passions and hobbies. Teaching Associations &amp; Teaching Certifications Are you affiliated with educational organizations or academic associations? List these towards the end of your resume teaching shows the main you mean business. Here are some examples: National Association of Parent
Teachers (NPTA)The Association of American Teachers (AAE) The National Association of Teaching Sciences (NSTA) The STEM Leadership AllianceNational Association for The Education of Young Children (NAEYC) Children's Education International (CEI) Whether writing a CV for a student teacher,
teacher assistant, or kindergarten, extra classes are like bonus points to help you pass this very important exam. For more features, when it comes to additional parts of a teacher's CV, see this guide: Better things to include in a Resume6Compile the best bits in a Teacher Cv Goal or SummaryNow we
have come full circle-As with the opening of each written essay that you assign to your students, the introduction to a resume sets the tone for the rest of the document. This heading statement, as it is known, can be either a resume summary or a continuation goal. Their intrigue and assistant manager is
interested in reading more. They fail to provoke interest, and are off to another school for you. So first, review what has been written to the teacher or teaching assistant resume so far. Second, find the most impressive and important points sure to wow any faculty member. Finally, choose 2-3 of your
proudest achievements and educational skills and use these as the basis for a solid opening paragraph. Do you have years of supervision of grading classes and documents? Use the career CV summary. The summary statement is a short paragraph showing your previous teaching experience,
classroom skills and educational achievements. Proves your teaching credentials and skills by adding a numbered win or two. Check out these two examples of teacher CV summary:Sample teacher CV statementsThe wrong example would have the teacher's CV quickly suspended from running.
However- The good example is right, with many juicy a personalized approach, and a numbered achievement to show off your success. But what if you've never had a full-time teaching job before? Use the career continuation goal. An objective statement is ideal for writing a first year cv teacher. Instead
of your impressive teaching history, it proves that you are committed to a statement about your teachers' career goals. It also includes a measurable achievement from the relevant work document how talented you are, and works on teacher or assistant teachers repeat. Here are two sample CV goals for
teacher positions:Teaching Biographical Samples-Objective StatementSee differences? Sure, we may have exaggerated the wrong example a little, but a good teaching resume goal is always concise, to the point, tailored to school, and includes a numbered victory. Learn more about how to start a CV
effectively: How to start a resume right Way7Attack a teacher cover letter Parallel Letters AlongsCover are important, especially for teaching jobs. Why? A teaching resume is great, but it can't showcase your personality, describe how effective your teaching style is, or explain away an employment gap.
So- Whether writing a CV for special education, preschool, high school, or high school, attach a cover letter to land your dream job. How to write a teacher cover letter: Format cover letters before writing, just as you did for teaching resume.Come up with an opening cover letter that intrigues the master
from the beginning. Use the teaching cover letter to talk up your educational background, classroom leadership skills, and school career goals. Submit another measurable achievement or two to score that teaching interview. Log off with a strong closing paragraph when you end a cover letter. That's the
basics, of course. We have the complete guide on how to write a cover letter, as well as what to say in a cover letter, to make sure you knock it out of the park. The cover letters are multipurpose, if you allow them to be. Use a cover letter to teach jobs to show your enthusiasm for their school colors or
explain why you have a gap in your employment history. Plus, a great cover letter that matches your resume will give you an advantage over other candidates. You can write it on the cover of our letter builder here. Here's What It Might Look Like: Read On: Teachers' Cover Letter: Example and
GuideRecap-Teaching Resume In a NutshellLet Does Like Math Class and Summarize It All Up-Here's How to Write a Solid Resume Teacher: Format a Standard Resume for Teaching Using a Legible Font, Plenty of White Space, Clearly Defined Headings, and a Proper Resume Margin. Use the reverse
chronological layout for your teacher's resume. After you've provided contact information on a CV, skip paragraph to the end. Describe your work history by teaching work responsibilities, related information, keywords, and action verbs to start each bullet. Include a numbered achievement on your school
teacher resume to prove how talented you are. Document your academic history by giving them additional details (e.g. courses, Latin values) when writing new teacher resumes. List the relevant skills in your teacher's CV, referring to the employment requirements in the employment offer. Enrich your
document by adding impressive additional modules, such as teaching awards, certifications, second languages, or volunteer work. Don't forget to include a cover letter from the teacher send this email to the manager! That's all we have, but we'd like to hear from you: Do you face any challenges when
writing teacher resumes or TA resumes? Want to continue more samples of achievements or work experience? Do you have any funny or cautionary stories to apply for teaching jobs? Let's chat below, and thanks for reading! Reading!
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